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Consider a sample; x1 , ••• ,~; of size n from the distri-
bution F on ]0,1] given by: 
and 
F({1J) _;, = e 
Here A > 0 is an unknovm pararneter. 
It is sho~1 that this experiment does not admit a boundedly 
complete and sufficient statistic when n ~ 2 • We provide 
answers to the following problems: 
Which functions of (x1 , ••• ,~) are UMVU estimators of 
their expectations? 
vfuich functions of A has UMVU estimators? 
Suppose a function of A has an UMVU estimator. How do 
we find it? 
How must n be chosen so that a given function of A 
does have an Dr1VU estimator based on n obersvations? 
Introduction 
Consider a sample; x1 ~···~~; of size n from the dis-
tribution F on ]0~1] given by: 
( J ) -AX F 0 ,x[ = 1-e ; x E ]0, 1 [ 
and 
F( { 1! ) -A = e 
Here A > 0 is ~~ unknown parameter. 
It is shown that this experiment does not admit a boundedly 
complete and sufficient statistic when n > 2 • We provide 
answers to the following problems: 
Which fUllctions of (X1 , ••• ,~) are UMVU estimators of 
their expectations? 
M1ich functions of A has ill1VU estimators? 
Suppose a function of A has an UMVU estimator. How do 
we find it? 
How must n be chosen so that a given function of A does 
have an UMVU estimator based on n observations? 
The basic results on UMVU estimation in Lehmann and Scheffe 
[1950; Completeness, similar regions and unbiased estimation. 
Sankhya 10~ 305-340] and in Bahadur [1957; On unbiased estimates 
of uniformly minimum variance. SanlC:hya 18, 211-224] are used 
constantly and without explicit references. Our use of Laplace 
transforms appears to be similar to the use of Laplace trans-
forms in Linnik [1966, Statistical problems with nuisance para-
meters. Translations Monographs Volume 20, 1968, hnerican 
mathematical society]. 
E.1 
UMVU estimators based on samples from right trun-
cated and right accumulated exponential distributions. 
Suppose the probability of death within the infini-
tesimal time interval (x, x + dx) is AeAXdx • Inference 
on A based on, either the observed lifespans of n randomly 
ehosen individuals, or on the time of occurence of the n-th 
death may - in both cases - be based on a complete and suffi-
sient statistic. If, however, our experiment is obtained by 
obeerving the times of death within a given period for a fixed 
sample of at least two individuals, then, as we shall see, no 
complete and sufficient statistic is available*. UMVU esti-
mation must then be based on first principles; and it is this 
analysis which is the subject of this section. We may, without 
loss of generality, assume that the period chosen is of unit 
length. 
Our experiment, Gn, is then obtained by making n 
independent observations x1, ••• ,~ of a random variable X 
whose distribution is given by: 
P (o<X <x) = 1-e-Ax ; x £ [o, 1 [ 
and 
P (X= 1) = e-A 
We will assume that A>O is totally unknown. 
Most of the analysis, however, carries over to the case where 
the parameter set is a specified sub set of ]o, al having at 
least one point of accumulation. 
I£ n = 1, then our experiment is a sub experiment 
of a complete experiment and, consequently, is itself a com-
plete experiment. 
*) The problem of completeness was brought to the authors attention 
by E. Sverdrup. 
E.2 
In order to describe the joint distribution of 
x1, .... , Xn in a convenient way let us introduce the functions: 
d(x) = 1 if o ~ x < 1 
dn (x1' • • •' 
and 
= 0 if X = 1 
t (X ) = Xd (X) ; xE ( 0 , 1 ] 
x) = ~d(x.) ; x1, ••• , xn~[o, 1] n i l. 
Let U and o1 denote, respectively, the rectan-
gular distribution on [o, 1] and the one point distribution 
in 1. Then 
-n~ ~(x) ~(dn(x)-tn(x)) 
e ~ e ; x~ Jo, 1]n 
is a version of dPr:/ dQJ +6 1 )n • 
It follows that (dn(X), tn(X)) constitutes a 
minimal sufficient statistic and that the family of distri-
butions of this statistic is of the Darmois, Koopman type. 
The joint distribution of Dn = dn(X) and Tn = tn(X) is 
given by: 
(i) PA. (Dn = d) = (~)(1-e-A.)de-(n-d)A. ; d=o,1, •• • , n • 
ie Dn is binomially distributed with sucsess parameter 
1-e-~ • 
(ii) The conditional distribution of Tn given Dn = d has, 
for each d=o, 1, ••• , n, density: 
~]de-At ; t < [o, d] 
w.r.t ud* where ud* is the d fold convolution of U • 
The density of Tn given Dn = d w.r.t Lebesgue 
measure on [o, d] is thus: 
[ A. Jde-A.t f (t) · t € [o, d] 
G-e-A.J d ' 
E.3 
1 
where fd(t) = (d:1 )! [xd- 1 -(~)(t-1)d-1 + ••• +([~J)(t-[t])d-1 ]; 
t e [o, d] 1 is a version of the density of ud* w.r.t •• 
Le befgu e measure an [ o, d J • 
Before proceeding let us note the fact that jlh(x)uP*(dx)< oo 
n 
if and only if J Ih(x) I xn-1 (n-x)n-1dx < oo • It follows that a 
0 
statistic o( Dn,Tn) is integrable if and only if: 
sdl6(d,t)td-1(d-t)d-1dt < 00; d = 1, ••• , n 
0 
We shall use the fact that any integrable statistic may 
be represented by a sequence v0 , 0 , \10,, 1 , • • ·, \10 ,n 
measures so that: \1~ • « ui* ; i=o, 1, ••• , n end 
. v,J. 
of finite 
~:::~= (~) e-(n-i)e-to (i, t) ; te[o, i]; i = o, 1, ••• , n 
This representation is 1-1 cnto and linear. The expectation 
of an integrable statistic may be expressed in terms of these 
measures as follows: 
Let ~ 0 be the one point distribution in 0 and 
~i' i = 1, 2, ••• the probability distribution on [i, al 
whose density w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on [i, oo [ may be 
epecified as: 
r(i)-1(t-i)i-1e-(t-i) ; t ~ i 
• 
Then the expectation of an integrable statistic 
o (Dh, Tn) may be written: 
E o(Un, Tn) = ~n J e(1-A)t~~o Kn-d*vo,d](dt) • 
E. 4 
Proof: 
------
E 6 (D , 
• 0 
~(Dn, Tn) is an unbiased estimator of zero if and only 
if it is integrable and 
n 
(§) E ,.,n-d*'Jo d = 0 
d=o ' 
The corollary tells us - in principle - how to construct 
the most genera~biased estimator of zero. To see this rewrite 
(§) as: 
(§§) n-1 v = -E ,., *'v 
o , n d=O n-d o , d 
The procedure is therefore: Choose o(d,·) ; d=o, 1, ••• , n-1 
n-1 
so that E ,.,n-d *'J0 d has no mass on [ n, co [ • Finally 
d=O ' 
v6 n and thus o(n,•) is obtained by (§§). , 
fr2122~ll.!2!!-~.!-~ 
Let o(d,t) ; te[o,d]: d=o, ••• , n-1 be given functions. 
Then there is a function o(n,t) so that b (D. , T ) 
n n 
unbiased estimator of zero if and only if: 
is an 
E.5 
(i) J'd 0 jo(d,t)ltd-1(d-t)d-1dt <co; d=1, ••• ,n-1 
(ii) o (o,o) = o 
and 
i en-d n-d-1 Jd . 
l: ( ) 0ex(d-x)~-d'Vo d(dx)=o; i=1, ••• ,n-1 d=1 r(n-d) n-i-1 f 
Proof: 
We must show that (ii) is - assuming (i) is satisfied -
·:· 
a necessary and sufficient condition. The measures ~n-d*'Vo,d ; 
d=o,1, ••• ,n-1 are absolute::)..:y continuous with, respectively, 
densi tie:t: 
JdA(t-n+d) ( ) ( ) r(n-d) -1(t-x-n+d) n-d~1 e- t-x-n+d 'V 
o .-; o ,d(dx) ; t ~ n-d 
It follows that a version of the density of 
n-1 
l: ~n-d*vo,d is: d=o 
r(n)-1(t-n)n-1e-(t-n)'V (to}) I o , o [n, co [ 
n-1 JdA(t-n+d) d ( ) 
+ l: r(n-d)-1(t-x-n+d)n- - 1e- t-x-n+d 'Vr. d(dx) ; 
d=1 0 u, 
On [n, co [ this reduces to 
r(n)-1 (t-n)n-1 e-(t-n)'Vo d q oJ) 
, 
n-1 Jd ( ) + ~ r(n-d)-1(t-x-n+d)n-d-1e- t-x~+d 'V (dx) 
d=1 o o,d 
n-1 
It follows - by continuity - that l: ~ *v d=o n-d o ,d is 
trated on [o, n] if and only if: 
r(n)-1 (t-n)n-1'Vo ,d ({ oJ ) 
t > 1 
= 
concen-
+ n~ 1 J: r(n-d)-1(t-x-n+d)n-d-1e-(d-x)v0 ,d(dx) = o, t > n 
d=1 
i e: 
n-1 
+ E 
d=1 
r (n ) - 1 tn - 1 'V 0 o} ) 
o,d 
s:r(n-d)-1(t-x+d)n-d-1e-(d-x)'Vo,d(dx) = o, t > 0 
*) If a and b are numbers then a A b ~~~min Ia, b}. 
E.6 
The left hand side o.f this identity is - in any case - a poly-
nomical of degree at most n-1 • The proof is now completed by 
checking that the equations in (ii) just states that the 
; •\. : 
cofficierts of this polynomial are all zero. 
(ii) may be rewritten as: 
(ii') 6 (o,o) = o 
and 
EJ. 
n-j-1 e 
r(n-j-1) 
Jj+1 e~ . (dx) = -~ en-d (n-d-1\]. d ex(d-x)j+1-dv (dx); 
0 0 ,J+1 d=1r(n-d) n-j-2 J 0 0 ,d 
j=o, 1, .•• ,n-2 
Suppose now that 6 (d, •) are constructed for d=o, 1, •• ,i~ n-2 
so that J: I 6 (d, t) I td-1 (d-t)d-t < co and (ii) holds i.e: 
i• en-d (ri-<1-2' Jd · ' d L: ) ex(d-x)~- \10 d(dx) = o; i'=1,2, ••• , i d=1 r(n-d) n-i'-1 0 , 
and 6 ( o, o) = o 
By proposition E.3 there are functions 
o(d,.) ; i < d ~ n so that o(Dn, Tn) is an unbiased esti-
mator of zero. 
Consider now any UMVU estimator ~ • By proposition 
E.3 there is no restriction on ~(o,o). Let o be an UMVU 
estimator of zero. J1 (ii) 0 exv6 , 1(dx) 
J 01~(1,x)o(x)dx = o J'1 su:h that 00 (x)dx 
By 
= 0 ie: s:o(1,x)dx = 0 • Hence 
for any square mtegral:ie function o (x), xe:[ o, 1] 
=o • This imply that there is a constant b 
so that ~(1,•) = b a.e Lebesgue on [o,1] 
We shall now demonstrate that ~(d,•) = b a.e Lebesgue on 
[o,d] for d = 1,2, ••• n-1 • Suppose we have shown that 
~(d,·) = b a.e. Lebesgue on [o,d] for d = 1,2, ••• ,j < n-1 • 
E.? 
Let b be a square integrable unbiased estimator of zero. 
Then cpo 
en-j-1 
is an unbiased estimator of zero so that: 
r(n-j-1) 
J j+1 x ( ) j n-d )Jd x j+1-d e v0cp,j+1 dx = -~ e (;n-d-1 e (d-x) v6cp,d(dx) 
0 d-1r(n-d) n-j-2 ° 
Hence 
en-j-1 Jj+1excp(j+1,x)vo j+1(dx) = -~ en-d (n-d-\fdex(d-x)j+1-d 
r(n-j-1) 0 , d=1 r(n-d) ln-j-f 0 
cp(j,x)v0 ,d(dx) 
n-j-1 Jj+1 
= bf(n-j-1) o e~o ,j+1 (dx) 
It follows that: 
Jj+1 (j 1 )* Jj+1 (. 1 )* 
0 cp(j+1,x)o(x)U + (dx) = b 0 o(x)U J+ (dx) = o 
for any bounded function o on [o,j+1] satisfying 
Jj+1 (. 1 )* o(x)u J+ (dx) = o. 
0 
Hence cp(j+1,•) = b a.e U(j+1)* i e 
cp(j+1,.) = b a.e Lebesgue. By induction: cp(d,•) = b a.e Lebesgue 
on [o,d] ; d=1, ••• , n-1 • 
·what can we say about cp(n, •) ? 
Let o be any unbiased estimator of zero. The density 
(strictly speaking;a version of) 'J0 n is t/\-/e-to(n,t)fn(t) , 
on [1,n].By theidentity: 'J0 n =- En- 1 ~n-d*vo d , this 
' d=O ' 
density may also be written: 
n-1 JdA(t-n+d) ( ) 
- E r(n-d)-1(t-x-n+d)n-d-1e- t-x-n+d v 
d=o o o,d(dx) 
It follows - provided o (Ib, Tn )2 is integrable - that: 
n-1 JdA (t-n+d) ( ) 
e-to(n,t)cp(n,t)f'· (t) =- E r(n-d)-1(t-x-n+d)n-d-1e- t-x-n+d 
Jn d=1 ° \ 
b'Jo,d(dx) 
= b e-to(n,t)fn(t) ; almost all te[1,n] 
E.B 
Hence [~(n,t)-b]o(n,t) fn(t) = o; almost all tc[1,n] 
Consider now the space of unbiased estimators o of 
zero such that: o(o,•) = o, o(1,•) = o, ••• , o(n-2,•) = o 
By proposition E.3 : Jn-1 e~5 n-1(dx) = o 0 , 
i e: 
n-1 
Jo o(n-1,x) fn_1(x)dx = o, and this 
is the only requrement on o(n-1,•) • By the density con-
siderations above: t-1 
e-to(n t) f (t) = _J r(1)-1(t-x-1) 0 e-(t-x-n+n-1 )v (dx) = 
' n o o ,n-1 
J,t-1 
=-ne-t 0 o(n-1,x)fn-1(x)dx; almost all t~[1,n] 
It follows that 
[~(n,t)-b]Jt- 1 o(n-1,x)fn_1(x)dx = o, on almost all 
0 
te:(1,n] ,provided o(Dn' Tn) i~·square integrable. 
It follows that 
Jt-1 [~(n,t)-b] 0 y(x)dx = o ; for almost all t~[1,n] • 
provided 
J.~1 J~1 2 0 y(x)fn_1(x1dx = o, 0 y(x) fn_1(x)dx < oo 
and 
J.n Jt-1 2 0 [1/fn(t)] [ 0 y{x)fn_1(x)dx] dt <oo. 
These conditions are satisfied with y = Yc where 
(o · when 
= J -1 /fn-1 (x) " 
\~ o 1/fn-1 (x) : 
0 <X< ~ 
t < x < n-1 
= = -r 
n-1 ~ < x ~ n-1-e: 
x > n-1-e: 
and e: E]o , ~[ is a constant. Letting e ~ o we get: 
Jt-1 [~(n,t)-b] ~(x)dx = o ; for almost all tE[1,n] 
0 
where ~(x) = -1 or +1 as x < ~ or x > ~ 
E .. 9 
Hence 
~(n,·) = b a.e, on [1,n] 
If o is an unbiased estimator of zero then, by the 
n-1 
identity: v - -~ ~ *v v is consentrated on 
o , n - d= 1 n-d o , d ' o , n 
[1,n] • It follows that o(n,·) = o a. eon [o,1] • This 
unply that there is no restrictions on ~(n,•) on [o,1], 
except for the condition of square integrability. We have 
proved the "only if" part of 
Theorem E.4 
-----------
~(Dn, Tn) is an UMVU estimator of its expectation if 
and only if: 
(i) ~ is a.e. a constant on 
{(d,t): 1 < d< n-11 u{(n,t): 1 < t ~ nl 
and 
grggfl Suppose ~ satisfies (i) and (ii) and let o be any 
square integrable estimator of zero. We must show that ~o 
is an unbiased estimator of zero. (It is easily seen that ~ 
is square integrable). Let b denote the constant in(i) • 
Then 
n-1 
~ ~n-d *'vo c? d = 
d=o ' 
.9.£>.!'.£> 112-!'.Y_.S:..: .2_ 
n-1 
b L ~n-d*vo,d = d=O -bvo ,n =-vbb ,n =-v~ ,n • b::$] • 
~(D:n,Tri) is an UMVU estimator of its expectation if 
II\ 
and only if it is s:quare integrable and measurable w.r.t. the 
a-algebra S1 of sets generated by the sets: 
[D = P = o], n n 
[1 ~ Dn ~ n-1] u [ Dn = n, Tn? 1] 
and 
[Dn = n] A [Tn ~ t] ; t E [o,1] • 
E.10 
Let cp(Dn' Tn) be SJmeasurable and integrable. Put 
a = cp(o,o), 
b = cp(Dh, T~) ; a.s. on the set 
and write c(t) = ~(n,t) when 
Ecp(D1,~ ) = aP(D = T = o) n n n n 
[1 ~ Dn ~ n-1] u [Dh=n, Tn ~ 1] 
t E [o,1]. then 
+ b [1-P(D· = T· = o)- P(D· = n, ~- <1)] 
n n n n 
+ P(D;:;( = n) J1 c(t) P(T,·Edt I D = n) 
u 0 n n 
J.1 n-1 =a e-n'A+b(1-e-n'A_An e-'At (;_1 )zdt) 
0 
J1 -'At tn-1 + An c(t)e ·tn=r)! dt 
0 
. r 1 
= A + Be-n'A+An b C(t)e-Atdt 
tn-1 
where A= b, B = a-b and C(t) = (n-1)! (c(t) -b) 
P-integrability of cp is equivalent with Lebesgue integrability 
of C • We have almost proved: 
.Pl'.9.P~.§j.~J..9E-]:..:§_ 
S6 is complete and a function g of A has a 51 measur-
able unbiased estimator if and only if g is of the form: 
1 
(§) g(A) = A+Be-n'A+ An s C(t)e-'Atdt; 'A > o 
0 
where A and B are constants and C is Lebesgue integrable 
on [ o,1] • If g is of this form then its ~ measurable 
unbiased estimator cp is given by: 
cp(o,o) = A + B 
cp(d,t) =A z 1 < d < n or (d = n and t > 1) 
and 
cp(n,t) =A+ (n~2~: C(t) ; tE[o,1] 
----------------~t~-------------· ----~--------
92~2!~!!2n_Q!_!h~_E£22f_!h~_E£2E2~!!!2n: 
Consider any function 
g(~) = A+Be-n'A+'An J1 C(t)d-'Atdt; A > o 
0 
E.11 
where A and B are constants and C is integrable (Lebesgue) 
on [ot1] • Define ~ as in the proposition. By the cal-
culations imediately before the proposition, ~ is an unbiased 
estimator of g • Let ~ be a measurable unbiased esti-
mator of zero • Write a = ~(o,o), b = ~(d,t) when 1 < d < n 
or (d = n and t > 1) and C(t) = ~(n,t); tE[o,1] • Then-
by the same calculations: 
1 g(A)d~f A + Be-nA+An s C(t)e-Atdt = o 
0 tn-1 
where A= b, B = a-b and C(t) = (n-1)! (C(t)-b) • 
I'Ve may - without loss of generality - assume n ~ 2 • Then 
o =lim g(A) = A+B and o =lim g'(A) = -nB so that 
A~O A~O 
A = B = 0 • Hence C = 0 so that ~ = o. ~ CU::d • 
92!:211~ry_§.!.1 
A function g of A has an UMVU estimator if and only 
if it is of the form: 
1 
g(A) = A+BenA+AnJo C(t)e-Atdt; A> o 
where A and B are constants and C is a function on 
1 2 
[o, 1] such that J 0 ~~~ dt < 00 • 
If g is of this form then its UMVU estimator is the 
function ~ defined in proposition E,6. 
--~~~-------~~------------------
Let F denote the probability distribution on [o,oo [ 
whose density (w.r.t. LebeEgue Measure) is 
Then Je( 1-A)tF(dt) = A-1 i A> o 
Let g be of the form (§). Then: 
-x Xl\~e 
g(A)A-n = ~e(i-A)t[Apn*+Be-npn**On +~(C)](dt); A>o 
0 
where on is the one point distribution in n and x. is the 
distribution on [o,1] whose density w.r.t. Lebesque measure 
is tYe-tG(t) • 
E.12 
It follows that a function g(~) ; ~ > o has a ~measurable* 
t'\ 
unbiased estimator if and only if it is of the form: 
(§§) g(A) = AnFe( 1 -A)t[Alfl-'~+Be-nFn**o +x](dt); A> o J ~~ n 
0 
where A and B are constants and x is an absolutely con-
tinuous finite measure on [o,1]. This representation is 
unique (ie A,B and x are determined by g) and a g of 
the form (§§) has an UMVU estimator if and only if 
1 r [ (dR )2 /tn-1 ]dt < co j <fE 
0 
or equivalently that: 
1c(t))c_2 I~ dt <co 
0 t 
where x(C) = x • 
vre hall use this representation to study the set of 
positive integers n such that a given g has an UMVU 
-- -- ·-
estimator based on n observations. 
Let m < n be positive integers, 
constants; and em and en Lebesgue integrable fUnctions 
on [o, 1]. Consider first the case m > 1 • Then 
1 A +B e-mA+Am J e-Atc (t)dt -
m m 0 m A 
1 
A +B e-nA+An J e-Atc (t)dt 
n n 0 n 
if and only if: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Bm = Bn = o and 
x(C ) = x(C )*F(n-m)* 
n m 
*) From here on we write Qln instead of c;j • 
Let n > 1 • Then 
1 
A +B e-A+A1 s e-Atc (t)dt = 
1 1 o 1 A 
1 
A +B e-nA+xn J e-Atc (t)dt if and only if 
n n 0 n 
(it) 
(ii') 
and 
(iii') 
E.13 
The identity may - in both cases - be written: 
Am Fe(i->..)t[A ~* +B e-mFm**o +x.(C ).dt J0 1 m m m IDJ 
=A.n~e< 1 ->..)t[A ~*+B e-nFn**o+x.(C )]dt 
A 0 -n n n 
Dividing by An 
Je< 1-'A)t F(dt) = 
on both sides and using the identity 
-1 A ; 'A > o we may write this: 
A ~* +B e-m~*i~o +x.(C )*F(n-m)* 
(t}-~ m m m 
= ~~*+Bne-n~**on+x.(Cn) • 
Further more - by letting >.. ~ o in the identity as it 
is written in the proposition - we obtain ~+Bm = An+Bn 
On [m,n] Ct) may be written: 
A ~*+B e-m~**O +x.(C )*F(n-m)* 
m m m m 
= ~~* . 
Or - equivalently: 
(A -A )Fn*-B e-m~**O = x.(C )*F(n-m)* 
--n -'"In m m m 
Writing out densities we get: 
n-1 ( )n-1 ( ) ( A -A ) x e-x-B e-m x-m - x-m 
--n m nnr m l"(n) e 
= J1 ( )n-m-1 ( ) x-s e- x-s e-sc (s)ds 
0 r (.n-m) m 
E.14 
i e: 
for almost (Lebesgue) all x on [m,n] • Hence - since both 
sides of this equalion are polynomials - this extends to all 
real numbers x • The right hand side is of degree 
n-1 ~ n-m-1 ~ n-2 • It follows that the coefficient of ~· 
on the left hand side must vanish ie: 
A -A = B • Hence 
·'"!1 m m 
Bn = ~+Bn-An = ~+Bm-~ = o 
Let us now distinguish the two cases. 
1°. m > 1 • Then the coefficient of xn-2 on the left is 
zero i e: 
Bm = o 
It follows that Am = ~ and that Bm = Bn = o (iii) 
follows now byinserting this in <1r>· By <t) again (i), 
(ii) and (iii) are sufficient. 
We have shown that the identity imply (i') and 
( ii') • It follows that <t) may be written as (iii'): 0 
Using proposition E.B we will show that the set of positive 
integers n such that a given g has an UMVU estimator 
based on n observations is an interval. 
!'E2E2§!:!:!2!L;§.!.2 
Suppose g has an unbiased~ measurable estimator for 
n = n1 and n = n2 • Then g has d..~ measurable unbiased 
estimator for any integer m between n1 and ~ • If, 
moreover, g has an UMVU estimator based on n ovservations 
for n = ~ and n = n2 then g has an UMVU estimator based on 
m observations for any m between n1 and n2 • 
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Proof: 
If suffices to prove the following statement: 
Statement: Let n > m+1 • Suppose g has an unbiased 2J m 
measurable estimator as well as an unbiased Sbn measurable 
estimator. Then g has an unbiased ~m+1 measurable 
estimator. If, moreover, g has an UMVU estimator based on 
m observations and an UMVU estimator based on n observations 
then g has an UMVU estimator based on o+1 observations. 
proof of the statement: 
1°. m > 1 • ?uppose g has an unbiased Q m measurable 
estimator and an unbiased )}n measurable estimator. Then 
we may - by propositions E.6 and E.B - write: 
1 
g(l) = A+l-m J e-lte (t)dt 
o m 
= A+l-n J1e-Ate (t)dt 
o n 
We must show that there exists a e0 +1 so that 
1 
g(A) = A+l-m-1 J e-A1;m+1(t)dt 
0 
Or equivalently that: 
x(em+1 ) = x(em)*F 
It suffices therefor to show that x(e )*F is supported by 
m 
The density of x (em) *F on [ 1 , CD [ is: 
X A..--.} s 1 e -(x-s) e -s em (s )ds = e -xs 1 em (5 )ds 
0 0 
Hence we will be through if we can show that 
1 J em (s ) ds = o • 
0 
By proposition E.B x(em)*F(n-m)* is consentrated on (o,1] 
J1 (x-s )n-m-1 _ i e r(n-m) em(s)ds - 0 a.e. and hence- by contin4ity 
0 
everywhere on [ 1, CD ] • The left hand side is a polynomial 
in x with J1 
0 
It follows that 
r(n-m)- 1em(s )ds 
1 i J em(s )ds = o. 
0 
as coefficient of 
Suppose now that 
n-m-1 X 
g has an 
[·o, 1] • 
• 
UMVU estimator based on m observations, i e: 
It follows from the equarion 
x.(Cm)*F that 
x in [o,1]. 
e-xc (x) Jxe-(x-s)e-5 C (s)ds 
mt1 = 0 m 
We may as well assume that: 
Cmt1(x) = Jxcm(s)ds ; X E [o,1] 
0 
irfe get sucsesively: 
X d 2 J1 Cmt1(x)2 dx -- J1 (x bCm(s)xs) dx ~ 
o xm o xm 
2rx 2ds Jx 2 
< J 1 x "' 0 Cm ( s ) x dx = J 1 0 Cm ( s ) ds. dx = 
o xm o xm-1 
= .f1 J1 Cm(s)2 ~..,;;m-'-~1 I[o x](s)ds dx 
, 0 0 X ' 
If m = 2 then we get: 
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for almost all 
S 1 2 J' 1 1 . j' 1 Cm(s) [ -m=1 dx~ds = 
0 g X 0 
Cz(s ) 2 [-s log s] ds <co • 
s 
2°. m = 1. Suppose g has an unbiased S11 measurable 
estimator and an unbiased $1n measurable estimator. Then we 
may - by propositions E.6 and E.8 - write: 
1 g(~) = A1 tB1 e-~t~ 1 J e-~tc 1 (t)dt 
0 
where 
1 
= A1+B1tf..n J e-~tcn(t)dt 
0 
x. ( C ) = x. ( C ) F ( n-1 ) * + B Fn * * ( e - 1 o -0 ) 
n 1 1 1 o 
We must try to find a c2 so that 
1 
g(A) = A1+B1+A2 s e-Atc2 (t)dt 
0 
i e c2 must satisfy~ 
x.(C2 ) = x.(C1)*F +B1F2**(e-1o1-o 0 ) 
It suffices therefor to show that 
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x.(c 1 )*F+B1 F2*-~~ce- 1 o 1 -o 0 ) is concentrated on [o,1]. The 
density on [ 1, co [ may be written: 
1 x~ J e-(x-s)e-8 c1(s)ds+e-1B1(x-1)e-(x-1)-B1xe-x 
0 
It follows that we will be through if we could show that: 
1 J c1(a)ds +B1(x-1)-B1x = o i e that: 
0 J1 c1(s)ds = B1 
0 
By proposition E.B: 
x(C1 )*F(n- 1 )*+B 1 ~-~~*[e- 1 o 1 -o 0 ] is concentrated on [o,1], i e 
J1 n 2 (x-1)n-1 ( ) n-1 <;(~~rJ e-(x-s)e-6 c1 (s)ds+B1e-1 -rrn1 e- x-1 -~ TrnJe-x = o 
0 X 
or equivalently that: 
J1 ( )n-2 x-s C (s )ds+B 
0 r(n-1) 1 1 
The coefficient of xn-2 on the left hand side is: 
J1 1 (n-1) I'(n-1) C1 (s )ds-B1 'f{"'i'J • It follows that 
0 J1 c1(s)ds = B1 • Suppose finally that g has an UMVU esti-
o J1 mator based on 1 observation, i e that c1 (s ) 2ds < co • The 
density of x.(C2 ) = x (c 1 )*F+B 1 F2**[e- 1o 1~ 0 ] on [o,1] 
is (almost everywhere) 
= Jx e-(x-s )e-sc1 (s, ds 
0 . 
+ e-1B1(x-1)e-(x-1)-B1xe-x 
We may therefore as well assume that: 
Consider an estimand g of the form: 
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r1 Gl• 
1 . 
g(A) = A +B e-mA+Am J e-Atc (s)ds; A>o where Bm = o when 
m m 0 m 
m > 1 • 
Then g has a )1n measurable unbiased estimator if 
and only if 1 J (Cm(s)-Bm)s ds = o; i=o,1, ••• n-m-1 
0 
It follm·,rs that the set of integers n such that a given 
non constant g has a Sbn measurable unbiased estimator is a 
finite interval. In particular the set of integers n so that 
a given non constant g has an ~VlT estimator based on n 
observations is a finite interval. 
------· Proof: 
Suppose m > 1. By proposition E.8 g has a ~bn 
measurable unbiased estimator if and only if ~ccm)*F(n-m)* 
is consentrated on [o,1] i.e.if and only if: 
J1 (x...tt::! )n-m-1 ( ) "" e- x~ e""f:l c (s )cs 
0 r(n-m) m = 0 X 
or equivalently that: 
J1 . 
0 s 1 Cm (s )dB = o ; i = o, 1, ••• n-m-1 • 
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If this holds for arbitrarily large n then 
Cm = o a.e. i,e,g =A. This proves the last two statements 
of the proposition. 
It reQains to consider the oase m = 1 
1 
Then g(A.) = A1+B1e-A.+t..1 J e-A.tc1(s)ds 
0 
By proposition E.B g has an unbiased estimator based on n 
observations if and only if 
x(C )*F(n-1)*+ B Fn**(e-1o -o ) 1 1 1 0 
is concentrated on [o,1] i.e,if and only if: 
J1 (x( )n-2 (x-1 )n-·1 xn-1 r n-1) C1 (s )ds+B1 t(n) -~ rtnJ ~ 0 
0 
i,e 1 if and only if 
J1 (C1(s )-B1)skds = o ; k = o,1 ••• ,n-2 
0 E3l ' ' 
